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S ome aspects of the modelling and conlrol of a steer-
by-wire uehicle are discussed. A non-linear simulation
model is used to deuelop an obseruer, which is then used

to implement a full state feedback controller based on

sideslip control. This controller, which decouples sideslip
by *aking use of rear-wheel steer, is edended so that the

yaw respon,se also becomes a first order system of which
the bandwidth can be prescribed. In order to indepen-
dently control these two modes, two control inputs are

required, which are front and rear steering angles. This
leads to a full f our-wheel steer-by-wire control strategy.
The resultant conlroller improaes the dyramics of the

t,ehic:le allowing it to negotiate a single lane change at 0,

h'tgheT' aelocity, with improued yaw and sideslip response

ouer the preuiously suggested Whitehead type controller.

Nomenclature

a distance from c.g. to front axle
A state dynamic matrix
cly lateral acceleration
b distance from c.g. to rear axle
B state input matrix
Co zero'th tyre moment coefficient
C t first tyre moment coefficient
Cz second tyre moment coefficient
C o axle cornerittg stiffness
C 6 roll damping coefficient
C state output matrix
D state feedforward matrix
F force
Fp lateral load transfer coefficient
Fa lateral force
Ir,, x-axis moment of inertia
I* z-axis moment of inertia
I* roll cross yaw inertia
/{r load transfer quotient (see eq. 11)
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K 6 roll stiffness coefficient
K lateral stiffness matrix
M vehicle total mass
M, vehicle sprung mass
Mu unsprung mass
M, x-axis moment
M, z-axis moment
M vehicle system mass matrix
p roll rate
r yaw rate
T vehicle track width
T2 yaw rate time constant
u vehicle velocity, time varying
u input vector
U vehicle velocity, constant
u sideslip velocity
x state vector
y state output vector
z7 c.g. distance above roll axis

Greek
a slip angle
p vehicle sideslip angle
6 steer input
6 roll angle
,b yaw angle
T front and rear steer time constant

Subscripts

f pertaining front tyres
r pertainitg rear tyres
I f pertaining to left front tyre
rf pertaining to right front tyre
lr pertaining to left rear tyre
rr pertainirg to right rear tyre

Terminology
c.g. centre of gravity
SBW steer by wire
2DOF two degrees of freedom
3DOF three degrees of freedom
4WS four-wheel steer
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Introduction
In the last decade a large amount of research has
been invested on four-wheel-steering (4WS) ry.tems, by
Sato,1Sano,2 Eguchi,3 Yeh k Wu.a This has been done
because the handling and stability of front wheel steer-
ing vehicles have been found to be unsatisfactory due
to the large amount of yaw that such vehicles generate.
To control this large yaw motion, and the accompany-
ittg sideslip, Sano2 has proposed that the rear axle be
steerable. Many systems (Satol and Ackermanns) have
concentrated on controlling the yaw by actively steering
the rear wheels, whilst others have focused on control-
Iing the sideslip (Whitehead6). These systems can be

divided into three groups:

1. Oprn loop. In these systems the rear wheel steer an-
gles are controlled to be some function of the front
wheel steer angle (Sano2). Other systems make use
of the vehicle speed to determine the amount of
steering that should be applied at the rear wheels.
They have the disadvantage of being unable to con-
trol an unstable vehicle plant, and do not respond
to plant variations.

2. Closed loop. Feedback of vehicle states is used to
control certain vehicle motions, or to improve the
response of vehicle motions, such as yaw rate and
lateral acceleration in closed loop systems. Such
systems have the advantage of being robust with
respect to parameter variations when succinctly
designed.s

3 . D ecoupling. These systems can be either open-
loop ,n,' o, closed-loop dependirg on the implemen-
tation. Decoupling implies that certain vehicle lat-
eral modes are decoupled from one another by steer-
ing the rear wheels in a certain manner,6 or by ap-
plying an additional steer angle to the front wheels
(Ackermann).8 Usually decoupling means that the
controlled vehicle state is influenced only by steering
input via a simple first order transfer function.s

Recently it has been proposed that it is possible to
control more than one vehicular motion if more than one
input is present (Nagat et ol.).s These systems expand
the concept of decoupling control. In this case the active
controller is able to decouple two vehicular motions if two
inputs are present (Yu).to Significant work on decoupling
control using multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
systems has been performed by Yeh & WuTand Nagai et

al.e

Various other advanced control systems are now be-
ing studied by many researchers; these systems not only

make use of the steer angle to control the dynamic be-
haviour of the vehicle but also employ traction control
and anti-lock braking systems (Hirano).tt

Other recent work has concentrated on the direct
steer-by-wire approach where the front and rear wheels
are both actively steered to improve transient response.
In this work it was proposed to combine these concepts
of decoupling control and steer-by-wire. This was at-
tempted by actively controlling the front and rear steer
to decouple two vehicular motions.

Vehicle rnodel

Introduction
The large majority of vehicle models used in the study
of 4WS have been typical linear bicycle models as devel-
oped originally by Riekert k Schunck.13 The simplicity
of these models makes them attractive for preliminary
studies into control strategies. However, these mo dels
neglect vital characteristics such as load transfer and
tyre non-linearities, which can significantly irnpact ve-
hicle lateral-dynamic-behaviour under severe handling
conditions. In this study a more realistic four-wher.l ve-
hicle model is assumed for analysis of control strategies.

Non-linear vehicle model
The three-degree of freedom non-linear vehicle rnodel
used was developed and discussed, with a figure shorv-
ing the co-ordinate system (Standard SAE), in Kleine .L
Van Niekerkl2 and is an extension of those developed by
Nalecz,la Allen et ol.,r5 and Xia.16 The four-wheel-steer
model allows rear steer input model and has yaw (U,),
sideslip (y) and roll (O) as degrees of freedom.

Assumptions made to simplify the equations of mo-
tion include restricting motion to a plane, allowing ver-
tical motions of the sprung mass (Mr) and unsprung
masses (M"t and Mur) to be ignored. Also, the roll
motions of the unsprung masses and the pitch motion of
the sprung mass are not rnodelled. All suspension cleflec-
tions are due only to the deflection of springs ancl shock
absorbers. Non-linear components, such as bunrp stops,
are not modelled. The vehicle model used (Nale ,rr4)
consisted of three masses (defined above) which are con-
nected by a roll axis at a fixed height; in reality this
height will vary slightly as the suspension deflects dur-
itrg body roll.

The equations of motion are developed according to
the previous assumption using the Newton-Euler ap-
proach. The non-linear equations-of-motion are repre-
sented by (1), (2),and (3), and are coupled by the non-
linear tyre forces of (a), (5), and (6)

Mb+MUr*Mrzti:DF, (1)
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Irrp *, 4it I MrztUr * Irri - t M,

Irri * Irri:lU,

fu'
tM, (5)

Iu,
(6)

The coefficients lto and e o are obtained by taking
nronrents about the roll axis and obtaining the equiva-
lent roll stiffness and damping per radian of roll angle
(N{et,).t8

Changes in wheel normal loads due to inertial forces
during lateral acceleration are referred to as lateral load
transfer. The normal load is computed for each wheel, at
each tirne step, based on the manoeuvring acceleration,
e, , the front and rear axle roll stiffness (It on) ur well
a,s the load transfer distribution coefficient (/ir) The
futtction for load transfer at each wheel colnprises three
p arts :

1. The ltormal static load with no lateral acceleration,
first term in the equations,

2. The percentage of load transfer per axle , Ii F ,

3. Ft, accouuts for the lateral load transfer due to lat-
eral acceleration and includes the effect of a change
in centre of gravity location due to roll angle.

The equations for the load on each wheel are then
given by

(2)

(3)

Non-linear tyre model
The dominant force generating mechanism is the friction
between the road and the tyres. To correctly model the
vehicle dynamics requires an accurate tyre model. The
non-linear tyre model used in this study is an extension
of the friction ellipse concept presented in Dugoffis' and
the detail can be found in Allen et al.r5 The tyre force is
calculated based on vertical load (Fr), lateral slip angle
(o), longitudinal slip ratio (r) and vehicle speed. other
significant input parameters are inflation pressure, st,atic
and dynamic coefficient of adhesion and contact patch
area. The output that can be obtained from the model

vehi-

grven

The non-linear slip angles are conrputed fi.om:

nalised lateral force at the giverl

)/
nalised longitudinal force at the

(+)

a 1 - arctan - 5J (13)

(14)ar= arctan (+) - 6,

Lateral load transfer at front axle

Driver model
The driver model used in this research has been de-
veloped and extended from the models representecl in
Donges20 and Macadam.2l In all respects the nroclel is
similar to the models in these references but has been
updated in two ways. The first revision made is the
inclusion of a second order path prediction functiou to
replace the original first order function, the use of this
new function allows more stable behaviour and accurate
path tracking (NaS ai k Mitschk.) 22 R.cent research has
shown that during stressful manoeuvres a clriver's gain
increases. The changing gain cornpensates for the ve-
hicle's changing characteristics at high lateral accelera-
tions. Variable gain is included in this model in a sinrilar
way to that reported in Macadam.2l Similar to previous
work the driver model can therefore be described as a
preview control model:

yrQ*To) - y(t) * roi (t) + 0 5r;i) U)

Fztr ' 2iYh + I{F Frr

F,,r ffi- I\r'Frr

-, aMgf',b- 
Z@ * U) 

+ (1 - /tr) Frr

tr aMg t1f ,,,

(7)

(8)

(e)

( 10)

(11)

(r2)

I:'p
Total load transfer

F* y"(t) - ad(t*To)-yt (r+ Tr)

(15)

(16)
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T16,. (t) + 6,. (t) - k,nu" (t - To) ( 17)

( 18)

The first-order delay Qr) and the pure time delay
(Tn ) determine the steering wheel angle (6r, ) bV feed-
back of the tracking error. (To is the preview delay.)

Observer design

The use of observers in control system design and sim-
ulation is not a new concept. In the field of vehicle dy-
namics the use of observers is rather limited (Senger).2t
To implement state feedback for active vehicle control
can be difficult due to the nature of some states. States
such as slip angle, roll angle, and yaw rate are often diffi-
cult or expensive to measure. Using lateral acceleration
nleasurement and steering input measurement a suitable
observer was designed in Kleine U Van Niekerkl2 that
adequately estimates the required vehicle states.

The results of the study in Kleine et a1.12 indicate that
the observer functions accurately and this is confirmed
by Figure 1 showing the estimation of roll rate. The
observer has the ability to estimate the yaw and roll
rate of the vehicle very accurately. The higher order
dynamics as well as the lower order dynamics are present
in the estimated signals.

Controller design

A new strategy, which is an extension of previous work
on sideslip control, was formulated for this work. The
equations of motion used here represent a two degree of
freedom vehicle with lateral displacement and yaw de-
grees of freedom. These equations are equivalent to those
of (1) to (6) with the roll degree of freedom removed
and are similar to those developed in Whitehead2and
Dixon.24 The equations are (tyre stiffnesses represent per
axle values):

Which is in the generic state space form of:

x-Ax+816/ *826,
If the assumption is made that the rear wheels are

steered in a fashion dependent on the front steer angle
and the vehicle states, then the rear steer term can be
reformulated as:

5, - Hx + I\61

ll

6,,

il

/r is a scalar and H a matrix of sizelx2. This ca,n be
substituted into the state space equation.

x - Ax + B t6t * Bz (Hx + I\6J)
(22)

x - (A + BzH) * * (Bt + /tBz) 5.r

In order to obtain the values of Ii and H that will
result in zero sideslip set i) = 0 and u
state vectors and matrices as in (19):

t;,

se ol
I

co,
m

-bC o,
I

(1e)

(20 )

(21 )

( 23)

(25)lr

-Co -Ct i7

*U ^U-n

(24)

6,- *(?+mLr)r-ffa,
This is now in the form "f (2L):

H- [' *(?*mr) ] and ri - co,

il
-Ct
ILI

CoI Co,
mTn

-Cz
IU

CoJ

+ t I:l
When the H ntatrix is further simplified orle arrives

at the following formulatio

5,

which is one of the forms of the well-knowrr
Whiteh.u42'17 law, which is a first order system that

se of
I

-bC o,

Following the same approach
be rewritten as follows:

as Whitehead, this can
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reduces sideslip to zero. However, this system has cer-

tain drawbacks, most severe of which is the introduction
of understeer. The slip angles of a vehicle increase with
the square of the speed in a constant radius turn, thus
to generate a large 6" requires an increasing 67 as speed
increases, which is a characteristic of an understeer vehi-
cle. So in this case the driver has to steer more than he
would in an understeer vehicle with the sarlre dimensions
and tyre characteristics.

This and other disadvantages can be overcolne by
steering the front wheels with an active controller, which
aids the driver. The strategy developed to achieve this
can be derived as follows:
\\'heu the strategy shown in (24) is substituted into the
equations of motion the following results:

From these equations some i-portant observations
can be made:

1. The roll mode, represented by the second equa,t,ion,

is not directly affected by the input u. The roll nrode
is-a stable mode; this can be determined by tht: neg-
ative eigenvalue of the A matrix and so additional
control cannot cause it to become unstable

2. To totally decouple the sideslip mode frorn the yaw
rate is not possible due to the sideslip terrn in the
yaw equation. However it is very srnall (of the orcler
of 0.1 to 1 for most passenger and utilit-l' vehicles. )

The result of the above observations is that further
control strategies will have to centre about the yaw
mode. Also, the derivation of further strategies was per-
formed using the linear two degree of freedom system.
Examining these two degree of freedom equations (26)
again, the sideslip equations can be rewritten. This re-
sults in:

-Co 0
mLI

lilCCz + bcl
IU

l-0r+ I to +b)c:*r Itort
LIJ

(27 )
Now the first order behaviour of sideslip is clearly il-
lustrated in the formulation of the state space matrices
above.

To fully understand the functioning and implications
of this strategy the substitution of the control scherne of
(24) into a three degree of freedom rnodel is performed.

MU + ct
LI

M, z1(l
Cz * bCt + bM LI2

This is a stable first order system with a fixed time con-
stant, which is determined by vehicle parameters only.
The second degree of freedom, y&w rate, can uow be re-
formulated in a similar way to introduce a secorlcl active
component:

* bmUz

Coi)++u-0
MU

(2e )

(31)

CztbCt* Ct @_+ b)C:!dr
- nlu + I

bmU2

?0o Co

?0

IU

51 - flx + /{, *6,-
(30 )

In this form it is also very close in structure to a first
(28) otder system. To expand the first order concept of (2a)

one can also make the yaw rate a stable first ordel sys-
tem, in a similar manner, by feeding back yaw rate, ?.,

bhat:Ir]tl

tl

LI

0

ho - fuIrgz1

0

where it is assumed
Irr, is small enough

I 
o{,

that the roll cross yaw inertia term,
to be neglected.

0

0

(o * b) C"t

1{ must be chosen to satisfy certain requirenrerrts, ''uvhich

will be discussed at a later stage. Now we have:
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Figure 1 Performance of the observer in tracking the roll rate of an actual vehicle from experimental data
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Figure 2 Sideslip velocity response of the various control strategies to a step steer input
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Cr , (a+b)C,

CC;z+bcr*bmu2+(a+b)

rate. This allows the transient response behaviour of yaw
rate and the magnitude of yaw rate to be prescribed.

Step steer transient response

Figures 2 to 5 show the transient response of the vehicle,
when subjected to a step input of the steer angle of the
steering wheel, resulting in an effective 0.0225 racl a,n-
gle input to the front wheels, &t a vehicle forward speed
of 22.2 m/s (80 km/h). The transient response of rhe
sideslip velocity, see Figure 2, and the steady state val-
ues of the sideslip velocity (and hence the sideslip angle)
are very small and only differ by u small amount, this is
a direct result of the implicit utilisation of Whitehead's6
strategy. The step steer input comparisons shorv that
the feedback of yaw rate to the front wheels can be used
to great effect to eliminate the lack of yaw ra,te resporlse
of the Whitehead strategy, as seen in Figure 3. The rise
tirne of the yaw rate is significantly faster than t,hat, of
a front wheel steer vehicle and also faster than t hat of
the four wheel steer controller. Also evident fronr fig-
ure 3 is the greater amount of damping that the yaw
rate feedback to the front wheels provides. The differ-
ence in the steady state yaw rates is indicative of how
the vehicle responds to the same steer input rnagnitude,
this means that to achieve the same path as a fi.on t,

wheel steer vehicle with the sarne vehicle paramet,ers,
the Whitehead controller requires a much larger st,eer-
ing input. 'Ihe large steering input at this speed is an
effective understeer response. This effect of the White-
head controller has been discussed in the work of Xia et
al.r7 and Whitehead.6 The new controller derived here
reduces the amount of understeer present and pr.ovides
vehicle behaviour similar to that of a front rvheel steer
vehicle. Although the yaw rate response of the vehicle
can be made equal to that of the front wheel st,eer r,'ehicle.
it has been argued that a reduction in yaw rate r'esl)ollse
reduces driver workload.16 To achieve a cornpronrise be-
tween the understeer of the vehicle and reduce the clriver'
workload a feedback constant of Ii - 0 .22 was used here.

The increased yaw rate response can be at,t,ributed to
two factors:

1 . The rear wheel angle responds to the steer inp ut
with a certain amount of phase delay. This clelay,
can be controlled by the yaw rate feedback and is
a function of vehicle forward rpeed by virt,ue of the
speed dependency of the controller. (See Figure 5).

2. The front wheels are also steered by an anrount irr
addition to that supplied by the driver. This also
ensures that the yaw rate response of the vehicle is
altered by altering the feedback to the front rvheels.
(See Figure 4).

CCz * bCt + bmU2

IU

(32)
UColh

t'
ILI

Cit^., (o*b)C"Is

This is now also in a format similar to that derived by
Whitehead6 for sideslip; a stable first-order system. The
tirrre constant for yaw Qr) can be selected by specify-
ing the feedback gain /{ (this is subject to the stability
constraint,s discussed in the next section):

bCr * bmLr2 + IiColU (o + b)

- Cz - bCr - bmU2

c,JLr @ + b)

(33 )
In the following section the influence and selection of

/i is discussed and some simulation results of the derived
controller presented.

Results and discussion

Although feedback of the yaw rate to the front and rear
steer inputs provides complete decoupling of the states
in the two degree of freedom case this is not possible for
the three degree of freedom rnodel due to a disturbing
ternr in the second part of equation (32). However, this
disturbing sideslip term is small enough (ranging from
0.1 to 1 for passenger and utility vehicles) when com-
pared to the other terms (ranging from 100 to 1000)
that for all practical purposes it can be ignored.

From (28 ) it c an be seen that sideslip velocity is
clecoupled from yaw rate, &s previously performed by
Whitehead.'i Following the expansion of the concept, the
itrverse is also true: yaw rate is decoupled frorn sideslip
a,ud is only influenced by the driver's input (assurnirg
('1f U x 0). However, unlike the sideslip velocity, the
)'aw rate need not be reduced to zeto (although the-
oretically this would be possibl"), because this would
result in very uncomfortable (and unresponsive) vehicle
behaviour. Instead, the ability exists to specify the de-
sired characteristics that the first order function should
possess by determining the amount of feedback of yaw

IU

A
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Figure 3 Yaw rate response of the various control strategies to a step steer input
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Figure 5 Control of the rear steer angle in response to step steer input
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Figure 6 Sideslip velocity during a single lane change
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Transient response during lane change

The step-steer input can be used to investigate the tran-
sient response of the yaw rate, by varying K to obtain
the desired transient response. The problem rests on the
selection and influence of the yaw rate feedback constant
K . The problem of determining yaw rate response has

been examined by Satol and Ackerman.S The effect of
varying the feedback is summarised in Table 1.

Ii : 0.25 is used in the simulation data (for a single
lane change) presented by Figures 6 to g.

Figure 6 shows that the ability of the new controller to
control sideslip is a match for the strategy of Whitehead;
because it makes use of this particular characteristic of
that controller. However, &s can be seen, the sideslip
velocity is never exactly equal to zeto, due to the small
disturbitrg term in the yaw equation.

Table 1 The effect of yaw rate feedback on the
stability of the vehicle (U = 22 mls)

Result

acceleration. This allows the vehicle to track bet-
ter because the forces that move the vehicle in the
desired direction are greater.

Transient responses are significantly improued. The
vehicle reacts niuch faster to the driver input and
moves in the required direction with greater re-
sponse. The reduction in the delay of side force
also reduces errors in path tracking at higher speeds.
This is demonstrated by Figure 9, which shows that
the vehicle completes the lane change manoeuvre
with no overshoot.

There is a phase delay imparted by the controller
between the front and rear, with the rear wheels
steered fractionally later than the front wheels. This
allows the vehicle to develop the required yaw rate
very quickly, and with no overshoot. It also utilises
the tyres in a more optimum fashion. The use of
tyre forces is depicted in Figures 10 and 11.

4. P ath tracking is dependent to a large degree orl
driver parameters, but is influenced by the steer-
ittg strategy. However, with the new strategy the
driver gain can be reduced in comparison to that of
Whitehead, due to increased responsiveness and the
reduction of understeer. A similar effect has been
discussed in Nagai & Ohki.s

Frequency response

Much of the improvement in the yaw response is pro-
vided by the feedback of yaw rate to the front wheels.
The effect of the new strategy on the frequency response
is shown in Figure L2. Over the range of frequencies
of interest for drivers (0 to 3 Hr), the new strategy
shows a higher yaw rate gain than the strategy of White-
head. This translates to less understeer and a better
response. Also evident is a more gradual roll-off tha,n

a conventional vehicle at higher frequencies. This effec-
tively means that driver effort is reduced because the
vehicle response does not change significantly at higher
frequencies while providing reasonable gain at low fre-
quencres.

In addition to the improved yaw rate gain is the
smaller phase lug, which implies that there will be a

smaller time lag between driver input and the vehicle re-
sponding in terms of yaw rate and lateral acceleration.
This enhances the driver's ability to control the vehicle
accurately.

Figure 12 shows that the yaw rate gain remains flat
until well in excess of 2 Hz. The upper limit of hurnan
frequency performance is approximately 2 Hz while the
average steerittg action occurs below 1 Hz. The perfor-
mance of the controller thus ensures vehicle behaviour

2

3

Unstable in understeer: plough-out

O ver-damped

Sideslip = 0

Under-damped

Unstable in oversteer: spin-out

The real benefits of this controller can be seen when
viewing the results for yaw and roll rate, Figures 7 and 8.

These simulations use input manoeuvres of such severity
that they provide sustained lateral acceleration, ensuritrg
that non-linear vehicle dynamics become predominant.
Under sustained lateral acceleration, between 4 and 6
seconds, the new controller is better able to limit yaw
and roll. Another aspect observed is the ability to damp
out oscillations much faster. This can be attributed to
the fact that the yaw degree of freedom is now also a

first order system and was designed to limit overshoot.
The smaller yaw motion of the body, faster transients
and greater damping imply a much reduced driver load
allowing the driver to reduce his gain.

The controller has the ability to maintain the vehicle
on the required path. This excellent tracking is primarily
as a result of the optimum use of both the front and rear
tyres.

The use of the tyres is the most revealing element that
demonstrates the way in which the extended controller
operates. Figures 10 and 11 give the comparisons of the
tyre forces with and without control. From the figures
the following features are notable:

1. The peak forces are higher. This means that the tyre
is able to generate more force than previously which
allows the vehicle body to be moved with greater

T2
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0. 1 167

0.0300
0.0204
0.0043

K
-1

- 0.3
0

0.3
3
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Figure 7 The roll rate response during a single lane change
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Vehicle : Honda Prelude
Speed : 35 m/s
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his bandwidth significantly during ernergency situations.

Conclusion

In this paper a closed loop controller is presented which
expands on a previously proposed controller that lirnits
sicleslip to zero. The controller derived feeds yaw rate
back t,o both the front and rear wheels. This rninimises
the sideslip to be controlled and allows the yaw rate to be

controlled. The ability to specify the yaw rate removes
the heavy understeer tendency present in the previous
controller. By feeding back yaw rate in this way the
controller aids the driver in the compensating action of
st,eeling the vehicle. This competrsation provides higher
stability and feeds back yaw rate more rapidly than the
clliver is able to, due to the increase in bandwidth. This
effectively reduces the driver's workload allowing him to
reduce his gain and operate at a lower steering frequerlcy.

Improved transient response and greater damping of
the yaw rate are also obtained through the feedback
scheme employed here. This means more effective util-
isation of all four tyres allowing the vehicle and driver
t o t rack the required path more accurately, at higher
slreeds, and with less steering effort. Ultimately this
nreans increased stability of the vehicle and driver sys-
t,ern.

o

(.)a
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tu

-l 0 r10 10 10

Figure 12 Yaw rate gain and phase for the various strategies at 22mls

Further studies are required on systerns such as thest:
that control sideslip and yaw to investigate tlte effec t
of the variation of vehicle parameters. Also of inrpor-
tance is an investigation into the speed dependence of
the strategy derived here and that of Whitehead and the
impact this has on vehicles during differing nranoeuvres
at varying vehicle speeds

In conclusion, this paper illustrates the great berrefits
that can be obtained from the active control of a vehicle
to improve stability and handling. However a great cleal

of work is still required in terms of implernentat,ion ancl

safety.
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